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P. BRULOT

Dear parents, staff and community members,
School year 2020- 2021 will be very special, and it is certainly not because of COVID-19. It
is because we are in the process of sharing our draft vision with our partners; the Dehcho
First Nation, the Band Councils, and the school community (DEAs, parents, staff and other
partners). Our draft vision is exciting, and we look forward to your feedback.
As you will see, the DDEC has a comprehensive vision of Education where the students’
mental wellness, self-esteem, culture, confidence, positive relationships, and an overall
sense of self awareness and responsibilities are as important as the academic objectives.
This ties in beautifully with the Dene perspective where relationships are the binding force
that unite the land, the people, the spiritual and the self.
Our draft vision perceives Education as something that comes from the heart. We teach
from the heart because our kids are close to our hearts.
I encourage you to read the section that explains this draft vision and invite you to provide
feedback to your school principal.

P. Brulot,
Superintendent, DDEC
Voices of the North Project Manager

Introducing the Judo Teacher
Hello, my name is Amy Cotton, and I am very happy to be teaching the sport
I love in the Dehcho schools and communities. I started judo at the young
age of 5 years old and absolutely fell in love with this sport.
I was born and raised in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia and started judo as an
afterschool program. I traveled around the Atlantic provinces and Canada
doing competitions and camps. At the age of 18, I moved away from home
to continue my judo adventure and join the National team in Montreal
Quebec. Living and training in Montreal I was able to follow my dreams
and participate in two Olympic Games (2004 Athens Greece, 2012 London
England). I was also fortunate to participate in many competitions across the
world and see many countries and win medals in my journeys. I have over 30
international medals, and loved every experience I was able to accomplish.
I retired in 2013, and started coaching in 2015, and absolutely love bringing
the love of my sport to others. In my new adventure up here in NWT, I
would like to show students and adults that there is a lot more out there in
the world. I would love to transfer my love for judo and show young people
that you can achieve your dreams and goals you set for yourself. I would
like to help young people be proud of who they are and believe they can do
anything if they put in the time and work hard.
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EDUCATION STATEMENT
The DDEC has a comprehensive vision of Education where student wellness,
self-esteem, culture, confidence, positive relationships, and an overall sense
of self awareness and responsibilities are as important as the academic objectives.
This ties in beautifully with the Dene perspective where relationships are the
binding force that unite the Land, the People, the spiritual and the Self.

WE ARE HERE TO SERVE
THE CHILDREN AND MAKE SURE
THEY GET THE EDUCATION THEY DESERVE.

DDEC dezǫą edı̨ htł’éh ghágonetę nezųh genda,
nezųh edeghǫh káegenı̨ ɂá, denáhodhee k’ę́ę́ keogedı̨ hshǫ,
t’ahsı́ı got’áh dúle edegha kagenı̨ ɂá, nezų dene héh genda, gots’ęh
azhǫ t’áh edeogedı̨ hshǫ gots’ęh azhıı gotł’ąą ts’ę́ thela ghálats’enda
tł’a edı̨ htł’éh ghágonetę egodéhtł’ıı met’áodéɂa ǫt’e genı̨ dhę t’áh
kaegenı̨ ɂá. Dıı kaǫndıı kaegenı̨ ’á tł’a Dene k’ę́ę́ ndéh, gonahee dene,
godazhı̨ ne gots’ęh gháádé edets’ę́ káets’enı̨ ɂá nezųh ededı́h ǫt’e.

DEZǪĄ GODAH SÁÁH GÓLA
GOTS’ĘH EDĮHTŁ’ÉH GHÁGONETĘ
TS’ĘHK’EH T’AHSÍI GOGHA THELA
T’AOGEDEHTHI GHA ALAÍDA.

Nancy Noseworthy,
Inclusive Schooling
Coordinator

Dahti Tsetso,
Incoming RILE

David Fiebelkorn,
Comptroller

Kim Hardisty,
RILE (retiring)

Philippe Brulot,
Superintendent

Patrick Phillips,
Assistant Superintendent
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OUR VISION

Planning for school year 2020-2021
BY SUPERINTENDENT BRULOT

Dear Parents, Staff and Community Members,
This is truly a special edition. As you will see, the DDEC is making huge steps
forward to improve Education in school year 2020-2021.
We will always focus on the need to improve student performance. Our
children need a strong academic background to succeed later on in life. That
is why we are making such a strong push in Literacy. We also believe that we
must focus on student mental wellness because life is not always easy for our
students. We believe that mental wellness is about hope, options, feeling
capable, and feeling loved. We believe that mental wellness is anchored in
Dene values and spirituality.

How do we create that comprehensive vision
of Education?
It starts with having all the pieces in place to address the needs of our students.
On that note, we are proud to announce a few major initiatives:
1. A district-wide Anti-bullying campaign anchored in a well-known program
called Erase Bullying. We are addressing this problem head-on and are
determined to dig deep and go to the roots of it. The district staff received a
good introduction to the program at our orientation on August 25. There is
a lot more training to come, including workshops for our parents, students,
and communities.
We acknowledge that tackling bullying head-on will help address the mental
wellness of our students. That said, the issue of mental wellness is multifaceted and we need to approach a series of topics such as cyber-bullying,
sexting, stereotyping, gender inequality, etc.
We will provide these workshops over the next two years and we are
confident that we will empower our kids and, as a result, build better
communities. Here is what we have planned so far:
2020-2021 Student workshops – We will offer workshops on sexual and
mental wellness to our high school students. Parents and students will have
an opportunity to opt out if they want to, but we encourage you to read the
information relative to these workshops in this newspaper to have a better
understanding of what these sessions are all about.
2020-2021 community workshops – We will explore the areas of Violence
Threat Risk Assessment, Trauma Response, and complex digital behaviour
with a training on Safer Schools Together. There again, I encourage you to
read the information inserted in this edition of Voices of the North.
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2. A Social Emotional Learning curriculum (SEL). When looking at the draft
vision that we are currently sharing with our partners, you will see that the
DDEC is taking a huge turn. It is truly a paradigm shift. We are going to
anchor our teaching practices and our interactions with a “teaching from
the Heart” focus. This implies a vision of education that goes beyond the
teaching of the core subjects to one of truly connecting with children.
The DDEC has a comprehensive vision of Education where student wellness,
self-esteem, culture, confidence, positive relationships, and an overall sense
of self awareness and responsibilities are as important as the academic
objectives.
This ties in beautifully with the Dene perspective where relationships are the
binding force that unite the Land, the People, the spiritual and the Self.
To initiate this major paradigm shift, the DDEC will introduce the concept of
Social Emotional Learning in the second half of the year. This initiative will
help us reinforce the cultural identity as explained further down.
3. Strengthening the Dene culture in our schools. We are determined to see
more culture and language in our school. One of our approaches is to show
our students the pride they should feel when thinking of their Dene heritage
and the Dene Laws. We will achieve this objective by demonstrating how the
Dene Laws compare to modern values. I encourage you to read the article on
how Dene Laws meet modern concepts. It will show how powerful the Dene
Ancestral knowledge truly is.
4. A district-wide music and sports program. We all know there are many
ways to shine and the DDEC wants to give its students opportunities to
practice music and sports.
We are pleased to welcome our Judo teacher, Ms. Amy Cotton, who
represented Canada in two Olympics. She is a world class athlete and will be
an amazing coach for our kids.
We are also welcoming Ms. Amy Gatus who will be our district coordinator
for music and choir. Ms. Gatus worked in some of the best schools around
the world and will build our music and choir programs.
Because of COVID-19, these ladies must respect the physical distancing and
other restrictions. For the time being, judo is limited to stretching exercises
and music excludes wind instruments. We are also putting choir on hold
until the restrictions are lifted.

MODERN CONCEPTS

Modern concepts meet Ancestral Dene Knowledge
BY SUPERINTENDENT BRULOT
The DDEC is determined to see more culture and language in its schools.
One of our strategies is to instill pride in Dene wisdom and heritage. This
will be achieved by demonstrating how the Dene Laws compare to modern
values as explained in the chart.
We will make a connection between the key components of the Social
Emotional Learning (SEL) Curriculum and the Dene Values as expressed
in the Dene Laws. In short, we will demonstrate that ancestral Dene wisdom
is still very actual. It will be an opportunity for our students to debate and go
back to the traditional teachings with their elders, Language teachers, and in
other classroom situations.

The concepts we can find in the Social Emotional Curriculum have
something in common. They relate to human interactions.
This is also what we can find in the fundamental Dene beliefs where
relationships is the cement that binds the Land, the People, The Spiritual
and the Self Awareness.
The chart demonstrates the extent to which the wisdom found in the
Dene Laws is still a driving force today. See how these values overlap.
• The Dene Laws are highlighted in Yellow
• The Social Emotional Learning concepts are highlighted in Green

Let us take a look at the key components of the
Social Emotional Learning (SEL) curriculum and observe how they relate to the Dene Laws.
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FOXY AND SMASH
FOXY/SMASH; 5029 57th Street, Yellowknife, NT X1A 1Y4
Tel: +1.867.444.9108 | Fax: +1.888.518.4945
Web: www.arcticfoxy.com - www.arcticsmash.ca
Email: candice@arcticfoxy.com

FOXY & SMASH Workshops – At A Glance
FOXY (Fostering Open eXpression among Youth) and SMASH (Strength,
Masculinities, and Sexual Health) host day-long workshops in schools across the
North for youth between the ages of 12 and 17. Each workshop starts and ends
with the school day, and includes lots of honest dialogue and accurate
information about sexual health and healthy relationships. FOXY and SMASH
workshops are largely participant-driven, with a focus on asking questions and
identifying topics of interest to each individual audience.
Topics that are generally covered at FOXY and SMASH workshops include the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Qualities of a healthy relationship;
Abilities to make positive choices in difficult situations, and to advocate
for oneself;
Consent in sexual and non-sexual situations;
Laws surrounding the legal ages of consent, safe relationships, and the
rights of youth;
Sexually transmitted infections (STIs), their testing, prevention, and their
treatment;
Gender, sexuality, and expression of these characteristics;
Sexual & reproductive health for youth, including LGBTQ2S+ and gender
diverse youth;
Safe partying;
Clear and effective communication of personal boundaries;
Recognizing one’s own inner cues to help navigate situations when
feeling safe vs. unsafe;
Digital literacy, and safety in online relationships.

A significant portion of FOXY & SMASH workshops revolve around discussion, and
Facilitators encourage youth to be open and candid in their conversations.
Facilitators take a harm reduction approach, ensuring that information provided
to youth is relevant and usable. FOXY workshops are not mandatory, and no
participant is asked to stay against their will. FOXY facilitators work to ensure that
all youth are voluntary participants who know that they are able to leave at any
time.
FOXY and SMASH will follow all current COVID-19 protocols set forth by the
GNWT’s Chief Public Health Officer.
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DEHCHO

Greetings from the Deh Gáh Elementary
and Secondary School in the Dehcho
BY MS. KATHY PELLISSEY

The JK and Grade 1 students have been busy at the school’s cultural camp at
the Snye in September. This was our first week at our camp and the students
are having fun learning. Our students love the outdoors and with so much
beautiful land on our doorstep, it is easy to offer programming on the land. This
gives the students ample opportunity to explore their natural surroundings.
The first few days, students helped to set up the camp. They gathered spruce
boughs and firewood. We picked high bush berries and used objects from
nature to make number patterns.
The DDEC Literacy Coordinator, Pauline Gilmour, led Read Alouds with the
students every day. One day, she read a story about the indigenous plants of
our region. After the story, students went on a walkabout with Pauline, teachers
and SAs to identify the indigenous plants mentioned in the story.
Our camp helpers, SA Jonas Landry and Stewart Nadli, caught fish in a net
and the students took part in watching how the fish were prepared and cut
up. Jonas helped the students to make dry fish and everyone got to taste the
yummy dry fish.
The staff and students practised safety by social distancing on the land as well
as in the classroom.

Jonas Landry demonstrates how to make dry fish to Phoenix Krutko and other students

Literacy in the Dehcho
Staff and students in the Dehcho are excited to
be back together and back to the books. Last year,
the Dehcho Division purchased new books for
classroom literacy instruction and teachers are busy
rolling out their literacy programs with these new
resources.
September featured a daily Interactive Read Aloud to get students
excited about reading and to model important reading skills.
Teachers at all grade levels engaged their students with colourful
new books connected to all subject areas.
Our next focus will be Guided Reading. This is an opportunity for
students to receive coaching in reading in small groups. The child
reads with a teacher observing and supporting as needed. Guided
Reading is a powerful practice, which has been proven to move
students forward in their reading skills. We look forward to our
students’ successes as they explore a world of books.

An Interactive Read Aloud at Charles Yohin School

Grade 2/3’s at DehGáh School created
scientific logbooks after identifying plants
on the land

Working Hand-in-Hand With
Our Language Teachers
This is an example of lessons that are shared throughout the
Dehcho to reinforce language acquisition.
Most schools in the Dehcho will be harvesting moose in the Fall.
Here are a few pictures of some of the activities that could happen.
Also included is a “MOOSE HUNT GAME”.

Beautiful NWT
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FOXY AND SMASH

“DO YOU
WANT TO GO
SWIMMING?”
“OK, HAVE A
GOOD REST!”

“NO, I‛M
TIRED.”

Yes No
or
Always respect it.

Consent should be freely given and respected.
We cannot manipulate, force, bully, or
pressure someone to say ‘yes’.
Freely given consent is sexy and liberating!
FOXY/SMASH +1.867.444.9108 www.arcticsmash.ca www.arcticfoxy.com

ArcticSMASH
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@Arctic_Foxy

foxysmash

DEHCHO

Fort Providence Celebrates Deh Gáh
Secondary School 2019-20 Graduates
BY ANGELA GRIFFIN

Deh Gáh Graduates and Staff. Back row: Kristen Machina, Julia Gargan, Wade Sanderson, Jacob Gargan, Anthony Betsaka, Raynna Bonnetrouge, Kelly Leishman, Nyssa Mackenzie,
Shannon Bonnetrouge, and Alex Canadien. Front row: Terry Sapp, Kathy Pellissey, Sonia Minoza, Angela Griffin, Nimisha Bastedo, and Mike Leishman

Michael McLeod and Class Valedictorian,
Shannan Bonnetrouge

Not rain nor COVID-19 could stop
Fort Providence from celebrating its
2019-20 Deh Gáh Secondary School
graduates.
On Saturday, August 29, 2020, Deh
Gáh School celebrated its 2019-20
secondary graduates in style. The
day began with the Feeding of the
Fire ceremony at 2 pm in the Arbour.
Chief Joachim Bonnetrouge, former
MLA, Michael Nadli, and Jim Thom
drummed for the gathering. Not even
the wild rains could dampen buoyant
spirits.
The gym was beautifully decorated
by parent, teacher and student
volunteers. MP, Michael McLeod
served as Master of Ceremonies.
Secondary teachers, Nimisha Bastedo
and Theresa Bonnetrouge with Chief
Bonnetrouge and Principal Angela
Griffin awarded the diplomas to
graduates Anthony Betsaka, Shannan
Bonnetrouge, Raynna Bonnetrouge,
Alex Canadien, Kelly Leishman,
Nyssa Mackenzie, Jacob Gargan, Julia
Gargan, and Wade Sanbderson. Kelly
Leishman was awarded the Governor
General's Medal for Academic
Excellence.

Distinguished guests addressed
the graduates. Chief Bonnetrouge
asked that they return to their
community as strong indigenous
leaders; Commissioner, Margaret
Thom spoke to the graduates in Dene
Zhatie reminding them of where
they come from as they venture forth
toward their future; Former Deh Gáh
Principal, Lois Philipp spoke of their
great accomplishment and told them
they were the twentieth graduating
class from Deh Gáh Secondary
School; Deh Gáh Principal, Angela
Griffin encouraged them to pursue
the career they really wanted so as
to live a truly joyful life and become
the person the Creator intended
them to be; and MP, Michael McLeod
reminded them to be rooted in their
families and traditions.
Shannan Bonnetrouge was the class
valedictorian. Her heartfelt speech
thanking her family for their undying
encouragement and support left
not a dry eye. Fort Providence DEA
members Agnes Bonnetrouge and
Albertine Canadien were there to
wish the graduates well on behalf of
the Fort Providence DEA.
Later in the evening, the graduates
returned for a walk dressed in their
finest. Secondary teacher, Nimisha
Bastedo had put together a video
for the students and their families
of pictures of the graduates through
the years. After more pictures were
taken and final congratulations
were uttered, each graduate’s family
departed with a pizza, case of pop
and cake made by Fort Providence
DEA member, Bertha Landry.

Deh Gáh teachers showed up for the
graduates to express their pride in the
graduates’ achievements. The RCMP
detachment was also in attendance to
wish the graduates well.
The Deh Gáh Got’îê First Nation
and the Dehcho District Education
Council bought a new laptop for
each graduate to facilitate their
achievements in secondary school.
It takes a village to raise a child and
to graduate students from secondary
school. Fort Providence came
together for its 2019-20 Deh Gáh
graduates despite the difficulties
that COVID-19 has placed upon the
community, the territory, the country
and the world. Life goes on despite
COVID-19 as it went on for the Deh
Gáh graduates on August 29, and as it
will continue to move forward despite
this global pandemic. We celebrate
our graduates as a way of telling them
to continue their education so that
they may return as leaders to their
community that will advocate for
change that is life affirming.

Deh Gáh Teacher, Mike Leishman and
daughter, Kelly Leishman, Governor
General Medal Recipient

Wade Sanderson with secondary teacher,
Theresa Bonnetrouge

Grad Cap Toss: Left to Right Alex Canadien, Raynna Bonnetrouge, Jacob Gargan,
Wade Sanderson, Anthony Betsaka, Nyssa Mackenzie, Julia Gargan, Kelly Leishman, and
Shannon Bonnetrouge
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DEHCHO

JK to Grade 3 On-the-Land
BY DIANA GARGAN

JK to Grade 3 students had the
opportunity to go out On-The-Land
from September 8th to September 25,
2020. Along with students, there were
two teachers, two support assistants
and a knowledgeable local hunter
delivering the Fall Camp program.

The camp began with students
familiarizing and practicing
outdoor safety skills. Along with
this, students helped set up the
camp area by getting firewood and
gathering spruce boughs for mats
inside the tents. As well as camp

skills, students were busy learning
about their community’s traditions
and worldviews through exploring,
practising, questioning, connecting,
discovering, enjoying, respecting and
appreciating the land, people, self
and the spiritual world.

Through the spiral learning process,
students acquired cultural attitudes,
which support students as they
explore and value the importance
of identity, cooperation and
responsibilities to live in two worlds.

Gitta Causa

Phoenix Krutko

Karissa Sadowick

The On-The-Land environment
provides students with many
opportunities to explore and learn
basic camp skills and participate
in various activities that originate
from the Dene Kede, Our Language,
Inuuquatigiit, Science, Social Studies,
Mathematics and the English
Language Arts Curriculums.
The Fall Camp was located at the Snye,
which was a fifteen-minute walk from
Deh Gáh school. This camp consisted
of day trips only where students would
walk to camp in the morning, get
picked up for the lunch hour, return at
1 o’clock and be dismissed at threefifteen in the afternoon.

Orange Day Movement

Left to right: Ian Landry, Harley Matto, Mackenzie Neyelle, Michael Leishman, Cora Causa, Pat Gargan, Joshua Silverthorn,
Bertha Landry. On the ground Dolia Tedjuk and Sheena Labrecque

Teacher: Sonia Minoza.
Students: Ashley Bond, Jaden
Silverthorn, Colton Landry, Harold
Bonnetrouge, Adalius Elleze, David
Elleze, Audrina Gargan, Hannah
Gargan, Trent Gargan, Goliah Landry,
Xander Landry, LaDainian Matto,
Jayniah Sabourin, Carter Sadowick

The Orange Day Movement is based
on the experiences of Ms. Phyllis
Webstad who was stripped of her
new shirt and was forced to put on a
school’s institutional uniform when
she entered the residential school.
Ms. Webstad’s story has become
the symbol of the experience of
survivors of Indian residential
schools. This day is about honouring
them, and showing a collective
commitment to ensure that every
child matters. The initiative calls for
every Canadian to wear an orange
shirt on September 30 in the spirit
of healing and reconciliation.
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Left to right: Harlladon Andrew-Kenny, Calin Landry, Hailey Bonnetrouge, Phoenix Krutko, Gitta Causa-Landry

DEHCHO

Cultural Awareness Day in Fort Providence
BY ANGELA GRIFFIN

Back row, left to right: Deh Gah CYCC, Dafne Blanco-Sarlay; Tia Gargan, Charlene Bonnetrouge, Theresa Bonnetrouge, Diana Gargan, Dhati Tsetso, Sherry Langland, Finno Celestin,
Nimisha Bastedo, Kim Hardisty, Sonia Minoza, Bertha Landry, and Terry Sapp. Foreground: left to right, Belinda Sabourin and Annadette Bouvier

Deh Gáh staff enjoyed a day on the
land for their Cultural Awareness
Day on Tuesday, October 13, 2020.
Deh Gáh teachers, Student Assistants
and custodians were joined by
the Dehcho Regional Indigenous
Language Education Coordinators,
Kim Hardisty and Dahti Tsetso, set
out from school at 9 am to travel by
boat to go to the local spiritual retreat
called Telemia. The camp is owned
and operated by the Deh Gáh Got’îê
First Nation.
The day began with prayer in Dene
Zhatie led by Theresa Bonnetrouge,
Deh Gáh’s Indigenous Language
teacher. Each person then said
something for which they were
grateful.

Staff gathered again in the main
building of the camp to cook lunch.
Everyone made bannock on a stick
and cooked chicken that was plated
separately before dining in keeping
with COVID-19 regulations.
Participants played a game of Dene
bingo, during which Kim Hardisty, the
Dehcho RILE, pinched all of Principal
Angela Griffin’s prizes.
The day ended with a gratitude circle.
Everyone expressed gratitude for the
day and for one another.
Mahsicho! Negháenda!

Staff then went deeper into the bush
along the river bank to collect berries
and traditional medicines. Some went
by boat further up river to collect
indigenous plants. People collected
High-bush and low-bush cranberries,
rosehip and labrador tea.

Left to right: Annadette Bouvier, Kathy Pellissey, Nimisha Bastedo, Dafne Blanco-Sarlay,
Angela Griffin, Teresa Vandell, Dahti Tsetso, Unidentified, Sherry Langland, Theresa
Bonnetrouge, Sonia Minoza

Bertha Landry

Left to right: Tia Gargan and Diana Gargan

Left to right: Charlene Bonnetrouge,
Laura Sabourin and Terry Sapp

Left to right: CYCC, Dafne Blanco-Sarlay, Principal Griffin, Teresa Vandell, Kathy
Pellisey, Dahti Tsetso, Finno Celestin, Sherry Langland, Bertha Landry, Annadette
Bouvier, Kim Hardisty
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What’s new at LKRHS?
Music Grants and Music Program
We have started a new music program at both Łíídlı˛˛ı Kú˛é˛ Elementary
and Regional High Schools. Our music teacher, Amy Gatus, is
working with every class from JK – Grade 9. Our high school program
will be run afterschool and will allow our high school students to get
extra credits in music to use towards their graduation requirements
while also learning to play an instrument.
In addition to this, LKES and LKRHS both received $10,000
Musicounts grants last year, to purchase instruments for the music
programs. Due to the COVID-19 restrictions on wind instruments
and singing, we used the grants to purchase percussion (drums,
xylophones) and stringed (guitars and banjos) instruments. We are
hoping that these instruments will arrive by the end of October. Until
they get here, our students are currently learning to play the main
chords on Ukuleles, and they are picking it up quite well.

Northern Distance Learning (NDL)
Program Expansion
Łíídlı˛˛ı Kú˛é˛ Regional High School (LKRHS) has expanded the
Northern Distance Learning (NDL) program to two endpoints this
year. For the last two years, the NDL program at LKRHS had only one
endpoint or classroom for students who wanted to take some higherlevel courses. At the end of last year we decided to add a second
endpoint/classroom in order to provide our students with even more
opportunities to get the courses they may need to go to university. To
do this, we moved our NDL room to the senior high wing and divided
the room in half with a wall of shelving. This has given us the chance
to offer another eight courses to our students, giving them more
choice.

Orange Shirt Day
On September 30, staff and students at Łíídlı˛˛ı Kú˛é˛ Elementary School
marked Orange Shirt (Every Child Matters) day by wearing orange
shirts if they had one. In addition, students wrote messages of why
they mattered onto orange paper shirts that were hung up in the
centre of the school on a “clothesline”. Students and staff were able to
see and read these messages whenever they went past them.

Healthy
Snacks
Donation
The staff and students of Łíídlı˛˛ı
Kú˛é˛ Eementary and Łíídlı˛˛ı Kú˛é˛
Regional High School would like
to give a special thanks to the
Village of Fort Simpson (VOFS)
and Łíídlı˛˛ı Kú˛é˛ First Nation
(LKFN) for their donations to
both schools for healthy snacks.
The schools are now able to
offer an enhanced healthy snack
program where each child in
every school will receive a prepackaged snack everyday. Due
to the COVID-19 pandemic
and new regulations, we are no
longer able to offer communal
food. Pre-packaged foods come
with a much higher price tag
and are sometimes harder to
come by. Thanks to the help of
the VOFS and LKFN we are now
able to offer a variety of prepackaged snacks to all of our
students.
Will Magno
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TEAM LTD. Mask Donation
Łíídlı˛˛ı Kú˛é˛ Regional High School and Łíídlı˛˛ı Kú˛é˛ Elementary school are sending out our
thanks to TEAM LTD. who have donated masks to both of our schools. TEAM LTD. is a
small, privately owned business in Ontario who specializes in clothing with their brand
“Living The Dream” (LTD). I would like to personally thank the owner, Mr. Scott Croxall,
who did not hesitate to support both of our schools. If you are looking for some new hip
clothing choices for men and women check out their website at: www.teamltd.com.
Will Magno

Water Bottles Quench the Thirst
of Deh Gáh Students During COVID-19
Sydney Larocque-Rowe, the current secretary at Deh Gáh Elementary
and Secondary School in Fort Providence, designed a water bottle for the
student body. During COVID-19, students often come to the office looking
for a water bottle. They are not to share cups or water during COVID-19
pandemic.
The principal asked Sydney to look into ordering some water bottles for the
students. Using a picture that she took with her own camera of the mighty
Mackenzie River, Sydney ordered the water bottles from Vistaprint, a company
through which Sydney orders merchandise for her husband’s company.
Sydney also thought to put the Dene Zhatie name of Fort Providence on the
water bottles. Pretty clever, Sydney! Not just another pretty face.
Mahsi cho, Sydney! Deh Gáh loves its new water bottles, and they love you!

DEHCHO

“I GET TESTED
BEFORE EVERY
NEW PARTNER.”

Truth is
very sexy
Consent should be informed and honest!
This means asking and answering questions
about your sexual health HONESTLY.
Informed consent is sexy and liberating!
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Spotlight on LKES and LKRHS
BY MARTY LEACH

As the Principal of both Łíídlı˛˛ı Kú˛é˛
Elementary School (LKES) and Łíídlı˛˛ı
Kú˛é˛ Regional High School (LKRHS), I
feel it is important to share a little bit
about myself. I have been a teacher
since 2001 and I am now in my twelfth
year as a principal. As a principal, I have
worked nearly all of my career in small,
rural Alberta schools, but I did spend
a year in Taloyoak, Nunavut before
coming to Fort Simpson last year.
Over the past 20 years, how we teach has changed significantly as educational
research gives us more and more data and best practices have advanced.
One of the more important shifts over the last twenty years has come from
the Response to Intervention (RTI) program and the Collaborative Response
Model (CRM). The main tenet of both the RTI and CRM that “all students can
not only learn but learn to a high level". My educational philosophy is based
on this main tenet of both the RTI and CRM.
As the educational leader of the schools, I must make decisions based on
this belief. To ensure that this belief guides our decisions, I always keep in
mind and focus on the question “how is this best for our students?” before
making any school programming decisions. To make the best, most informed
decisions possible, I must work with teachers, staff, parents, students, and the
community to determine the needs of every student as well as how to provide
the necessary supports to ensure that every student does learn to a high level.
To achieve this goal, we must first attend to our students’ primary needs of
hunger, safety, and a sense of belonging, before the secondary need of learning
can occur. These basic needs are key to a child’s ability to learn. A child simply
cannot concentrate on the secondary need of learning if they are hungry,
worried, scared, or feel no sense of belonging. Addressing each of these needs
is necessary to do what is best for our students.
As an educational leader it is my job to build and promote relationships and
to develop a culture of collaboration with all stakeholders so that we can work
together to address these needs. To meet each of these needs, this year, we are
starting several new programs as well as continuing with some modifications,
past programs.

Secondary Need for Learning
Once we have addressed our students primary needs we can then move
on to the secondary need and main purpose of schools – learning. I also
firmly believe that we must educate the whole child; socially, emotionally,
academically, etc. It is my job to ensure that every student gets the
programming they need, and that no students slip through the cracks or
fly under the radar. Once the students’ basic needs are met, it is then our
responsibility to continue to collaborate with staff, students, and parents and
to ensure that all students’ educational needs are being met. Providing as many
educational programs as possible to our students for their academic growth is a
large part of this need.
When we discuss the development and implementation of systems and
programs that identify students in need, as well as the interventions they may
require, we are talking about all our students. Our gifted students need to be
supported with programming and interventions as much as our struggling
students do. To meet this need, we have added programs like the music and
judo programs I discussed above. In addition to these programs, we have also
added a second NDL endpoint/class for our more academic students. This will
allow us to offer more of the higher-level courses that some of these students
may require for university. Again, these decisions about programming have all
been made through the lens of “how is this best for the students” and we will
continue to make these decisions through this lens.
To close, I would like to say that my educational philosophy is best summed up
by two quotes, the first by William Butler Yeats states: “Education is not the filling
of a pail, but the lighting of a fire”. The second quote, by Anne Isabella Richie,
states “Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish and you
feed him for a lifetime”. We need to instil in our student the love of learning by
giving them the necessary tools, skills and competencies required to become lifelong learners as well as the resiliency to persevere when life gets hard.

Introducing Ms. Preet Dhillon
Preet Dhillon is new to teaching
in the North and joins us from
Oakville, Ontario. She has taught
for several years in Canada,
Malaysia, the United Arab
Emirates, England, Kuwait, and the
United States. She has a passion for
travel and has visited 40 different
countries and counting. Preet is
teaching at Echo Dene School
in Fort Liard as a Secondary
Generalist. Grateful for the
opportunity, she is excited to be in
the NWT to learn more about the
people, culture, and traditions!

Hunger
LKES Breakfast Program: We have worked the Łíídlı˛˛ı Kú˛é˛ First Nations
(LKFN) to adjust the breakfast program so that we can still provide students in
need with a breakfast, while abiding by the rules and regulations established
for the COVID-19 pandemic by the Chief Public Health Officer (CPHO).
LKES and LKRHS Snack programs: Much like the breakfast program we have
had to adjust how we deliver snacks to our students without violating the rules
and guidelines of the CPHO. We continue to work with the Northern store to
provide these healthy snacks. In addition, we have created new partnerships
with the Village of Fort Simpson and the LKFN who have donated $10,000 and
$2,000, respectively, towards ensuring that our students have access to snacks.

Sense of Belonging

Introducing Ms. Dahti Tsesto
I am new to the DDEC team and
am excited to be mentored into the
Regional Indigenous Languages
Education (RILE) position by Kim
Hardisty.

Music Program: We received two $10,000 music grants from Musicounts, one
for each school. With these grants we have ordered guitars, drums, xylophones,
etc. These instruments should be arriving at our schools before the end of
October. These grants along with the divisions funding have allowed us to have
a music teacher work with our students, and will give every student, who wants
it, the opportunity to learn and play a musical instrument.
Judo Program: In addition to the music program, we have started a Judo
program with funding from a division grant. Like the music program, every
student will be given the opportunity to take part in Judo.

Warm, Safe, and Caring Environment
Anti-Bullying Programs: We are in the process of implementing two programs
(Erase Bullying and Olweus) that will help to make our schools warm, safe, and
caring environments. These two programs will work on the social-emotional
domain of our students while also putting in place procedures and protocols
for dealing with and preventing the societal issue of bullying. Please stay tuned
on this as we will be looking for parents, and community members to join our
Anti-bullying committees.
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Negha dágo˛hndíh, Dahti Tsetso
súzhe gots’eh Łíídlı˛˛ı Kú˛é˛ náhnde!
Hello, my name is Dahti Tsetso and
I live in Fort Simpson.

I previously worked with Dehcho
First Nations for eleven years where
I gained extensive experience
learning from our Dene Leaders
and Elders who underscored the
importance of the Dene language
as the foundation to our worldview
and ways of knowing. I am excited
to bring my experiences and
perspectives to this important role
within education. I look forward
to working closely with all our
wonderful schools!

DEHCHO
Amy Gatus is the new District Music Coordinator of Dehcho Divisional Education Council.
Amy received her Master of Science in Multidisciplinary Studies from the
State University of New York (SUNY). It was also from the same university
that she received her Certificate in Educational Leadership. She went to the
University of the Philippines for her Bachelor of Education degree major
in Music. In 2012, she had the opportunity to go to Salzburg, Austria to do
her Orff training from the Orff Institute, Universitat Mozarteum. It was an
unforgettable experience as she was able to visit the house of one of her
favorite composers, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.
Amy started her piano teaching career at the age of 16 and served as a
church pianist at the age of 14. Before moving to the Northwest Territories,
she taught at Calgary Christian School for almost 7 years and served at
Okotoks United Church as their Music Coordinator. She has also given lots of
private piano lessons in Calgary.

One of the things she enjoys doing the most is preparing her students for
choir festivals. She finds joy in watching her students perform with all their
hearts as they compete with other schools. Her school won the top place at
the Calgary Performing Arts Festival in 2019 and 2nd place in the Alberta
Provincial Festival.
Her favorite quote is from one of the composers that she admires the most,
Johann Sebastian Bach. “The aim and final end of all music should be none
other than the glory of God and the refreshment of the soul”.
As the new District Music Coordinator of DDEC, Ms. Amy Gatus is looking
forward to forming a big choir and an instrumental ensemble that will unite
the nine schools of the Dehcho district. She would like to see her students
compete in choir festivals, shine on stage during concerts and special
performances, and just enjoy music as a means for self-expression.

Dehcho Music Program at Charles Yohin School
The arrival at Charles Yohin School of Amy Gatus, the new music teacher, was
certainly music to the students' ears. The classroom was filled with sounds of
joy and learning as the children played new chords on their ukuleles. They were
surprised and delighted about their rapid progress on mastering chords and

drumming to the beat. Each day now begins with requests for practice time on
their ukuleles. Sounds like this new Dehcho Music Program is already hitting
all the right notes here in Nahanni Butte.
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LNS Students Participate in On the Land Program
On October 6 to 8, 2020, students at
Louie Norwegian were invited to visit
the “Honoring Mother Earth” On the
Land program at Ekali Lake. Students
enjoyed cultural demonstrations, live
music, and listening to stories by local
knowledge keepers. There were plenty
of campfire treats, most notably fresh
moose meat was in great supply.
Students even got to watch as the
knowledge keepers harvested the
moose and prepared the meat. They
also got to enjoy beautiful scenery
and fresh air as they enjoyed the
activities, and the opportunity to
enjoy nature while getting out of the
classroom.
Feeding the fire ceremony

Gundea Clille, grade 3

Campfire treats cooking over the fire

One of the camps at Eklai Lake

A little shining light
LNS Student Spotlight: Ideza Clille
Ideza is a Grade 2 student at Louie Norwegian School. She is doing very
well with her school work and helping the new junior kindergarten
students learn the school routine. Recently, Ideza won the “Most
Improved Student” award for the 2019-2020 school year. She showed
great growth and improvement last year and undoubtedly will continue
to amaze us with her progress for the 2020-2021 school year. We are truly
lucky to have her as a student at Louie Norwegian School.

Martin Antoine learning how to pluck a
goose

Aurora Norwegian proudly displaying her
handmade mini fishing rod

Students enjoying the live music.

Ideza Clille enjoying a swing

Ideza Clille proudly, accepting her Most Improved Student award.
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Chief Julian Yendo School students have been enjoying outdoor physical education activities such as playing ball and biking. Hiking along the scenic Mackenzie
Riverbanks in Wrigley on a beautiful autumn day is also a very refreshing experience.

Chief Julian Yendo school Students very much enjoy expressing themselves by demonstrating their artistic creativity.
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HARASSMENT AND DISRESPECT

SN

IFF

Everybody Cries
Let’s teach each other compassion
rather than criticism. Supporting youth in their
freedom to be open and share their feelings,
is an imperative part of healing.
FOXY/SMASH +1.867.444.9108 www.arcticsmash.ca www.arcticfoxy.com
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Students Meet the RCMP Dog
The RCMP with their police dog, visited Kakisa. The students were very interested and learned may things about the police dog and what he does. The
picture shows the dog searching for the scent of drugs that were hidden in the classroom by the police. The dog and his handler is searching around Presley
Simba’s desk. Peyton Simba is looking on.

Charles Tetcho School
For their first writing unit of
the year, students at Charles
Tetcho School engaged in two
significant writing assignments.
The first assignment involved
them participating in a North
American initiative to provide a
sense of connectedness to elders in
homes who are isolated from their
communities due to COVID-19.
This initiative was conceptualized
in the States, but has become a
movement. It’s called Love for
Elders and the premise is that
students and anyone who would
like to participate sends letters
of care, which are then delivered
to Elders in care. Our students
wrote caring letters to Elders and
those have been sent to Elders in
homes throughout North America.
National Geographic has tweeted
about this initiative among many
known organizations. At right,
are some of the letters sent off to
provide hope and care to Elders in
care.

as a compliment to the letters, as our
Elders love freshly baked bannock.
In our class, Shannon Jumbo was
well versed in baking bannock so
she took on the role of teaching all of
the students how to make bannock.
Pictured is Shannon Jumbo guiding
students on how to cook bannock.
Students participated and then the
recipe was written in their recipe
book. Once the bannock was fried
up, a bannock package was created
for each Elder. Students delivered the
bannock and the letters after school.
The letters and bannock treats were
well received!
To conclude this unit, students are
writing a caring and thoughtful letter
to their parents/guardians and each
student will bake cranberry muffins
for his/her family. The recipe will be
added to their recipe book so that
come next year during cranberry
picking time, they can choose to bake
these muffins for their families again!
We will conclude this unit next week.

The second and more personal
writing assignment provided
students with the opportunity to
reveal gratitude, respect, and care
towards our Elders in Sambaa K’e.
Students spent a significant time
drafting and revising their letters
for our Elders. These letters were
thoughtfully written and thanked
Elders for all the support and care
they have shown to our students
throughout the years.
After completing the letters, we
decided to cook something to
show our appreciation. It was
decided that bannock should be
the chosen baked good to provide
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Let me be me!
Everyone seems to have an opinion on how
young folks should behave, dress, talk and exist!
What if we gave them the choice? Let them be
themselves. Compassion over criticism, always.
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